Outside the law | Crossword

Within how many years must
you commence a restitution
action? Better look it up now,
because you’ll need the answer
to complete this month’s
crossword challenge by Brisbane
barrister John-Paul Mould.

Mould’s maze #4
Across
2 Judicial direction given in relation to
recognition evidence. (7)
5 Discovery of documents. (10)
9 English case declaring a rebuttable presumption
against intention to create legal relations in
domestic agreements. (7)
11 Cross-examination, as abbreviated by the
State Reporting Bureau. (3)
13 Amongst themselves, ‘inter ..’. (2)
14 Contractual absorption, or legal unification
of corporations. (6)
16 Phrase declared thrice by a bailiff to announce
a criminal judge’s courtroom entry. (4)
17 Criminal defence requiring notice to the DPP
within 14 days after a committal hearing. (5)
18 Trainee barrister undertaking the Bar Course. (6)
20 Leave required for an appeal to the HCA. (7)
21 Government body regulating
employment disputes (abbr.). (3)
22 Defendant in the Peter Falconio murder. (7)
24 Antonym of procedural. (11)
26 Body of ecclesiastical rules, ..... Law. (5)
27 Item usually ordered to be carried
by a work licensee. (7)
29 Popular barristers’ chambers, ‘.... of court’. (4)
31 Privilege used as a defence in defamation
proceedings attributable to journalists. (9)
34 HCA case concerning compensation for discomfort,
disappointment or distress, Baltic Shipping v ....... (6)
36 A document approved through the Upper House
(except in Qld). (3)
37 Order suspending court proceedings. (4)
38 Recent HCA appointment, from the NSW Bar. (7)
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Bachelor of Laws degree (abbr.). (3)
Antonym of direct, pertaining to evidence. (14)
And others, ‘et ..’. (2)
Years within which to commence a
restitution action. (3)
Prison sentence enabling a defendant to be
set free conditional upon recidivism for an
operational period. (9)
To hold money or documents upon
fulfilment of certain conditions, particularly
with land contracts. (6)
Doctrine of precedent, ‘..... decisis’. (5)
Company or court endorsement. (4)
Descents, as in succession law. (7)
Indictment elected by an accused to dispense
with the committal process. (9)
Famous case on ‘mere silence’ constituting
misleading and deceptive conduct,
Demagogue Pty Ltd v ......... (8)
Proctor | November 2012

19 Court order requiring good behaviour,
in default of which the defendant be
liable to pay a monetary amount. (12)
23 Check performed to ascertain vehicle
encumbrances, now nationally incorporated
in the PPSR. (4)
25 Latin term for wife, often abbreviated
as ‘ux’ in documents. (4)
26 ‘....... Criminal Code’ (Qld). (7)
28 More enforceable than invitations to treat. (6)
30 Crown withdrawal of a criminal charge,
‘..... prosequi’. (5)
31 Forum whose president is Justice
McMurdo AC (abbr.). (3)
32 Federal review tribunal (abbr.). (3)
33 Legal obligation requiring mandatory
performance, or a government tax. (4)
35 Main legislation governing the Planning
and Environment Court (abbr.). (3)
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